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Abstract:
Performance assessment and validation of software systems should be
included early on as the cornerstone of software development, regardless of
the intended application area of the software system under development. This
procedure is extremely important for mobile or nomadic software applications,
which are complex and incur substantial performance risks stemming from the
conflicting requirements for mobility and connectivity. ln this thesis, software
systems with mobile components are modeled using the Stochastic Activity
Network approach. The resulting models are then used to assess the
performance effectiveness of different architectural styles that can be used to
build such systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The rapidly expanding technology of cellular communications, wireless LAN, and satellite

services will make it possible for mobile users to access information any time, anywhere.

Regardless of their size and computational capabilities, all mobile devices will be equipped

with a wireless connection to the internet. The resulting computing environment, often

called mobile or nomadic computing, no longer requires the user to stay at a fixed physical

and logical position in the network and thus enables almost unrestricted user mobility.

Nomadic computing is concerned with the connection of portable (mobile) comput-

ers, and with the migration of software, from a home platform to a remote one. The

requirements for mobility and portability create an entire new class of applications. Mobiìe

computing applications require the ability for connected hosts to exchange data via wireless

as well as wired connections. The physically mobile hosts form a network whose topology

constantly changes. This highly dynamic physical structure supports an even more fluid

logical structure composed of application level components that should possess the ability

to move among mobile hosts. As a result, the traditional client-server paradigm which is

nowadays used to build distributed applications is no longer sufficient for the development

of applications in which the components-devices, data, and applications themselves-

may freely move in physical and logical space. Mobility is increasingly considered to be an

attractive architectural styìe for distributed applications development since it can lead to



significant improvements in functionality and user comfort [16]. New computing paradigms

based on code mobility reconfigure dynamically, at run-time, the binding between the soft-

ware components of the application and their physical location within a computer network.

However, movement of a software component does not come at no cost. This can be de-

scribed as a simple sending-a-gift-to-a-friend example: is it better for a person to send a

gift to someone else, or simply go there and deliver it personally? Hence, the problem boils

down to the comparison of the cost of remote interaction with the cost of local interaction

and the necessary transfer of data and applications.

Mostly, software models are assessed and validated in light of their functionality. Other,

non-functional requirements (such as performance, availability, and scalability, among oth-

ers), are often deemphasized or even ignored, aìthough they are every bit as important

from users' point of view. In particular, non-functional requirements are not discussed in

the early phase of software lifecycle, and related decisions are taken later, with significant,

and often disastrous effect on the performance and other perceived qualities of the software

system in question.

Therefore, performance assessment and validation should be included early on as the

cornerstone of software deveìopment, regardless of the kind of software appìication under

development. This is even more critical for mobile or nomadic software applications, which

are complex and incur substantial performance risks stemming from the conflicting require-

ments for mobility and connectivity. This thesis proposes an approach in which software

systems with mobile components are modeled using Stochastic Activity Network [8], which

are then used to assess the performance effectiveness of different architectural styles.

1.l- Mobility in distributed software systems

In mobile computing, users carrying portable devices should have access to data and in-

formation services regardless of their physical location or movement behavior. Mobile

computing is concerned with the interconnection of mobile devices to stationary hosts, as

weÌl as with the migration of software from one platform to another, physically dislocated



one. While the naïve approach simplifies this problem by plain disconnection of the mobile

device from one network and reconnection to the other upon arriving at its destination,

it is now commonplace to expect that access to computing and communications facilities

of different server hosts and to the Internet should be maintained uninterrupted while the

user is in transit. This concept is consistent with the main goal of mobile computing,

which is to permit users and programs to be as effective as possible, and to maintain all the

capabilities in a transparent fashion, regardless of the user's physical location. Mobile dis-

tributed systems cover a broad spectrum of software systems, by considering alì the forms

of mobility (personal, devices, and computational). In this manner, the advent of mobile

computing has opened completely new .,¡iays for software systems to be conceived and de-

veloped. Under this new style of computation, systems can be designed and programmed

in more sophisticated ways by taking advantage of the fact that data, code and agents

can change location during execution. Mobile systems need to be dynamically configured

according to the networked resources that change over time due to the highly dynamic

network topology. Thus, we should not only focus on the computational mobility, but also

the mobility of devices.

General mobility can be categorized into process migration, physical mobility, and mo-

bile agents [32]. While this classification may be applied to mobile software systems, it is
rather coarse to describe all of their different aspects. The rapid growth of Internet has

resulted in a number of distributed application patterns: from simple Web pages, through

scripts embedded in Web pages and executed on clients and/or servers, to Java applets and

small scripts that are downloaded and executed on demand. While the applet code may be

mobile itself, it usually runs in an environment that is static, at least during the execution

of the applet. Hence, this is just one step in the direction of truly mobile computing where

components at all levels are mobile.

Flom an architectural point of view, mobile distributed systems are most often built on

traditional foundations such as client-server and ad-hoc dynamic architectures. However,

the topology and structure of the mobile network is dynamic and unstable. Clients are



connecting and disconnecting, moving from one access point to another and organizing

spontaneous networks. Mobile computing consists of traveling people, portable wireless

computing and communication devices, and computer network infrastructure supporting

global connectivity and remote computing. With infrastructure-based networks, base sta-

tions handle traffic over mobile terminals in their transmission range, using either licensed

or unlicensed frequency bands. In areas in which there is little or no communication infras-

tructure or the existing infrastructure is expensive or inconvenient to use, wireless mobile

users may still be able to communicate through the formation of an ad-hoc network, with

which wireìess nodes form a dynamic and temporary network according to their respective

location, using unlicensed frequency bands. In such a network, each mobile node operates

not only as a host but also as a router, forwarding packets for other mobile nodes in the

network that may not be within direct wireless transmission range of each other. The above

allows deployment of mobile distributed systems that provide mobile users with seamless

access to a set of services and content. However, the wireless infrastructure poses specific

challenges on the software systems compared to the wired environment. Mobile software

systems must in particular cope with the network dynamics and quality of service (QoS)

management, as the mobile environment is constrained by limited resources and capabili-

ties of wireless devices and varying bandwidth. However, this aspect is beyond the scope of

this thesis, which deals only with device and appìication mobility in infrastructure-based

networks.

There have been many attempts to design a computational infrastructure that can

match the characteristics of the communication infrastructure. Most of the approaches are

based on well-established models and technology, for example the traditional client-server

architecture such as CORBA [36], which integrates remote procedure calls (RPC) with the

object-oriented paradigm. Additional capabilities are then added on top of such a model

in order to cater to the requirements of mobile computing paradigm. However, extending

existing client-server technology is only a partial solution because it addresses just the

scaling and connectivity problems without providing new mechanisms and abstractions



that allow the developers to structure the computation in a flexible, customizable and

extensible way.

A different approach comes from a promising research area of application mobility,

extensively discussed in [16], where the architectural concepts of components, interactions,

and sites were introduced as the basis upon which mobile, distributed applications could be

developed. Code mobility is not simply process migration, but an application level design

paradigm. Subsequent work has identified three mobile code paradigms described in terms

of location of, and coordination between the components: Remote Evaluation (REV), Code

on Demand (COD), and Mobile Agent (MA) [9, 3] as shown in Figure 1.1.

o The Code on Demand paradigm got widespread with the advent of Java applets. The

client requests code from a server, the server returns the binary code, and the client

runs this code. In this paradigm, only code is transferred via the network.

o The remote evaluation paradigm also bases on transferring code. The client trans-

fers code to the server, the server executes the code and returns the result to the

client; examples include the common object request broker architecture (CORBA)

and SOAP.

o Finally, the mobile agent paradigm is a mixture of the previously mentioned paradigms.

A mobile agent consists of code, data, and a program state. The key property of it

is autonomy: the client sends a mobile agent to the server and the server executes it.

After the execution, the mobile agent can autonomously decide to move to another

server or to return to the client. In this paradigm, the program code, the data, and

the program state are transferred through the network.

As can be seen, these paradigms differ on where code executes and who determines

when mobility occurs. These aspects are used to identify and further define the interaction

pattern between components, and thus reduce the complexity of designing the software

architecture of distributed applications.



In general, mobile code is about moving data and/or code. Code is obtained from a

remote system, which is executed on one's locaì system, a.s Web applets, executable email

attachments, or proxies downloaded as part of a distributed object technology, such as Java

RMI or Jini.

In a general sense, mobile agents are also mobile code, since, from the view of the

system receiving the mobile agent, some code is being downloaded to it. In the mobile

agent paradìgm, migration of agent code, data and execution state can be described as

strong mobility, while the migration of only the agent code and data presents a case of

weak mobility.

I.2 Implications for transactional systems

Besides the client-server model, distributed transaction processing is also crucial for the

design of a large-scale distributed system. The mobile computing paradigm introduces

some new challenges in the area of database systems. Applications of mobile computing

will demand various transactional and transaction-like services. Because mobile computers

have a nontrivial amount of local storage, transaction processing is at least as complex as

in a traditional distributed database system. In mobile computing environments, a mobile

host may move to a different cell during the execution of a single transaction. The user may

want to continue execution in the new cell or may want to leave his transaction continue

in the previous cell. In the former case data related to the host may need to migrate

to the new base station. In the later case, the responsibility of the continuation of the

transaction must be delegate to some other process. The mobile database is a database

that is accessed by one or more mobile devices. Both static and mobile users access data in

the mobile database by performing mobile transactions, and different mobile transaction

management models have been introduced in [45,40, i5, 13]. Since users need to be

able to work effectively during periods of disconnection, mobile computers will require a

substantial degree of autonomy in transaction management. Because of the limitations

caused by mobile computing, most mobile transaction models make use of the resources
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of the fixed network as much as possible. The most general mobile database framework

was outlined by [15]. Figure 1.2 shows the model consisting of source systems, data access

agents, and mobile transactions. A mobile transaction is "a distributed transaction, where

some parts of the computation are executed on mobile and some parts on non-mobile

hosts" [39]. Source systems offer information services to the mobile environment. These

are stationary systems that register their service offerings with the mobile network. Data in

these source systems is accessed by data access agents located on the base stations. When a

mobile unit requests a transaction, the data access agent on the base station in the mobiìe

unit's current cell forwards the request to the data source offering the requested service.

Therefore, data access agents essentially manage the mobile transaction on behalf of the

mobile unit, and are responsible for tracking all the concurrently executing transactions at

the base station, and performing logging and checkpointing.

1.3 A simple scenario

Different mobility types presented in mobile software systems can be assessed by considering

a simple scenario described below.

Let us consider just one such scenario: a client-server architecture in which the user

tries to make a flight reservation and the related hotel booking through a wireless PDA

while commuting from her office. The PDA offers an flight reservation application and an

related hotel booking application that allow the user to specify the desired price range,

the names of cities of departure and destination, the depart time and the return time, or

the fare type (cabin) of the flight and the price range, the location, the room type, or the

facilities of the hotel in the city of destination. The PDA then sends a query to a flight

reservation service, the result of which is a list of flights matching the criteria. The user

can select the desired flight, at which point the PDA initiates the following transaction:

check availability of seat, debit the user's credit card, credit the airline company's account,

enter the reservation into the flight's reservation database, and finally obtain and store a

reservation code on the PDA. Physical mobiìity of the user translates into physical mobility
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of the client application, which has to execute handoffs when moving from one wireless cell

to another; the data that cannot fit in the PDA memory will have to be kept at the base

station and moved together with the user. Since the two reservations must be related,

and assuming that the available memory of the PDA is insufficient to hold both the flight

reservation application and the hotel booking appìication, the code for both appìications

must be mobile as well, so that it can be loaded on demand. Furthermore, user transactions

may have to be suspended when the user leaves one wireless cell, and resumed when she

is admitted to another cell. In this case, the transaction mobility must be considered. As

can be seen, just one scenario as simple as a single user traveling through different wireless

cells and accessing data in a remote database, requires almost all possible mobility types,

such as physical mobility, code mobility and transaction mobility.

Based on the general mobile database framework that was presented in 1221, which

consists of source systems, data access agents, and mobile transactions, we consider this

scenario as follows. The flight reservation service is a source system that offers information

services to the mobile environment, and it is stored on the fixed hosts. Data in the source

systems is accessed by data access agents located on the base stations. When the PDA

sends the request to reserve a flight seat, the data access agent(DAA) on the base station

in the PDA's current cell forwards the request to the data source offering the requested

service. The mobile transaction manager (MTN4) is executing on each DAA, which is

responsible for the management of the mobile transactions Therefore, data access agents

essentially manage the mobile transaction on behalf of the PDA. When the mobile host

moves from one cell to another, the transactions are handed over to the new base station.

Since the PDA may frequently disconnect from the network, the source system can transfer

the code and data for execution as a mobile component to the PDA during connection.

The disconnection can be the result of low battery power, or the change of the physical

location of the PDA.

11
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Thesis organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the existing work on

the integration of performance analysis into the software development process, especialìy

those related to the mobile sofbware systems where the code mobility is presented, with the

comparison of their contributions and drawbacks. Chapter 3 introduces the Stochastic Ac-

tivity Networks (SANs) [31] used as the framework for modeling mobile systems, describes

the UML sequence diagrams of the systems, and indicates the modeling of the behavior

of the system and the physical mobility and three code mobility paradigms. Chapter 4

presents the performance evaluation of mobile software systems by means of inserting dif-

ferent code mobility paradigms into the system models to generate the final performance

models. Chapter 5 displays the numerical results produced from solving the performance

models and compares these results to analyze the performance of different code mobility

paradigms. Finalìy conclusions and future work are discussed in Chapter 6.

t2



1.5 Main contributions

The main contributions of the thesis are as follows.

It provides a methodology based on the dual foundations of UML modeling notation,

in particular the sequence and interaction diagrams, on one side, and SAN modeling

framework on the other, that allows for creating performance-oriented models of

software systems with mobile components.

This approach takes into account both physical device mobility as well as the usage of

various resources in different phases of execution, and thus allows for more accurate

modeìing of the impact of different design parameters on the performance of systems

under consideration.

Overall, this approach makes it possible to evaluate the performance of systems in

the early stage of the development process, which in turn facilitates the design and

construction of systems with better performance such as response time and of better

quality.

o It uses this approach and the general methodology to create suitable models for three

most widely used paradigms for software systems with mobile components, and to

subsequently evaluate and compare their performance. In this process, I have used the

Mobius modeling and simulation tool to develop, test, and execute suitable models.

In this manner, I hope that this thesis will present a small contribution to the state-of-

the-art of software development for systems with mobile.

13



Chapter 2

Related Work

Traditional software development methods focus on software correctness, introducing per-

formance issues later in the development process. This style of developing has been often

referred to as a fix-it-later approach. In the research community, there has been a grow-

ing interest in the subject and several approaches to early soflware performance predictive

analysis have been proposed. Two basic features of these methods are the existence of a per-

formance model suitably coupled with the system software artifacts (software architectures,

specifications etc.) and the evaluation of the performance model as the means to obtain

software performance results. Since performance is a runtime attribute of a software sys-

tem, performance analysis requires suitable descriptions of the software runtime behavior.

For example, finite state automata and message sequence charts are largely used behav-

ioral models. As far as performance analysis is concerned, we concentrate on model-based

approaches that can be applied to any phase of the software life cycle to obtain figures of

merit characterizing the quantitative behavior of the system. The most widely used perfor-

mance models include queueing networks, stochastic Petri nets, stochastic process algebra,

and simulation models [26, 23,2, 5]. Analytical methods and simulation techniques can

be used to evaluate performance models in order to get performance indices. These can be

classical resource oriented indices such as throughput, utilization, response time, and/or

new figures of merit such as power consumption related to mobile software systems.

74



The approaches that propose a general methodology for software performance focusing

on early analysis refer to different specification languages and performance models, and

consider different tools and environments for system performance evaluation. Some of the

proposed methods are based on the Software Performance Engineering (SPE) methodol-

ogy which can be defined as the systematic process for planning and evaluating the new

system's performance throughout the life cycle of its development [a3]. It is a method

for constructing software systems to meet responsiveness goaìs such as response time or

throughput. With it, one models software requirements and designs, and evaluates whether

predicted performance metrics meet the specified goals. If not, alternatives are proposed

and assessed. The SPE methodology was the first comprehensive approach to the integra-

tion of performance analysis into the sofbware development process throughout the whole

software life cycle. The first approach based on the SPE methodology was proposed in [48],

where the SPE methodology \Mas applied to evaluate the performance characteristics of a

software architecture specified by using the Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams

[14], that is, Class Diagrams, Deployment Diagrams, and Sequence Diagrams enriched with

ITU Message Sequence Chart (MSC) features [37]. The emphasis is in the construction

and analysis of the software execution model, which is considered the target model of the

specified sofbware architecture and is obtained from the Sequence Diagrams. Moreover, an

extension of the approach developed in [11], called PRIMA-UML, makes use of information

from different UML diagrams to incrementally generate a performance model representing

the specified system. In PRIMA-UML, software architectures are specified by using De-

ployment, Sequence, and Use Case diagrams. The software execution model is derived from

the Use Case and Sequence diagrams, and the system execution model is derived from the

Deployment diagram. Another approach based on CLISSPE (Client/Server Software Per-

formance Evaluation), a language for the software performance engineering of client-server

applications [28] was proposed for the design and performance analysis of client-server sys-

tems [29]. A CLISSPE specification is composed of a declarat'ion sectton containing clients

and client types, servers and server types, database tables and other similar information, a

15



ml,pping section allocating clients and servers to networks, assigning transactions to clients,

etc., and a transaction specifi,cati,on section describing the system behavior. The CLISSPE

system provides a compiler which generates the Queueing Network (QN) model, estimates

some model parameters, and provides a performance model solver.

Several stochastic extensions of Process Algebras (SPA) [23] have been proposed in

order to describe and anaìyze both functional and performance properties of software spec-

ifications within the same framework, such as TIPP (Time Processes and Performability

evaluation) 124], EMPA (Extended Markovian Process Algebra) [7], and PEPA (Perfor-

mance Evaluation Process Algebra) [17], which are all supported by appropriate tools.

The advantage of using PEPA, EMPA, or TIPP for software performance is that they al-

low the integration of functional and nonfunctional aspects and provide a unique reference

model for software specification and performance. However, the analysis usually refers to

the numerical solution of the underlying Markov chain which can easily lead to numerical

problems from the performance evaluation viewpoint, and the software designer is required

to be able to specify the software system using process aìgebras and to associate the ap-

propriate performance parameters to actions. To overcome the last drawback, a method is

proposed to derive SPA from UML diagrams [41].

Recently, integration of UML specifications and Petri Nets has been proposed [6,271, as

Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN) [1] may be derived from different UML diagrams.

In 127]1, a GSPN is derived from Use Cases diagrams and combined Collaboration and

Statecharts diagrams, and [6] proposes a systematic translation of Statecharts and Sequence

Diagrams into GSPN, with the two types of diagrams being translated into two separate

labeled GSPNs.

All of the approaches for the performance evaluation described above were developed

with non-mobile software systems in mind. In fact, there are few proposals specifically

tailored for performance evaluation and modeling of mobile software systems [18, 8, 4,25,

2I,20,19,30]. Among these approaches, [25] and [30] typically focus on the performance

evaluation of the Mobile Agent (MA) paradigm. The former compares the performance of

16



the mobile agent paradigm with the client-server paradigm by performing the evaluation in

the Java environment using RMI [47], the Aglets mobile agents platform [44], and a minimal

mobile agents platform developed for the purpose of the simulation. The latter models the

system using UML notation and extends UML to include performance-related aspects. The

corresponding formal Petri Net [38] model can be obtained from the UML representation

through the use case diagrams, the sequence diagrams, and the state transition diagrams.

Then, the performance results may be computed and assessed. My proposed approach

is similar to the methodology described in 130], except that my proposed approach only

makes use of the UML sequence diagrams to model mobile systems. The approach in this

thesis uses the Mobius tool [12] to simulate and solve the SAN models, and thus covers

both physical mobility and three code mobility paradigms.

Most of the methodologies for modeling and performance analysis of mobile software sys-

tems adopt and extend the UML notations for system modeling and software architecture

description, but generate different performance models. PRIMAmob-UML [20] provides a

performance analysis model that presents the definition of a general methodology that can

be used as a support for the designer during the early phases of the development of a spe-

cific software application, providing insights about the consequences of architectural choices

that can be taken during those phases, and an extension of UML (Unified Modeling Lan-

guage) to model the mobility based paradigms in software architectures. This methodology

is an extension of PRIMA-UML methodology [tt] in order to cope with the case of mo-

bile software architectures by enhancing its UML description to model the mobility-based

paradigms and allows the designer to get insights about the impact of the possibly adopted

code mobility paradigms on the quality attributes of software systems. In PRIMAmob-

UML, component mobility is modeled using both collaboration and sequence diagrams,

with a separation of concerns between them [20]. The approach generates the correspond-

ing software and system execution models allowing the designer to evaluate the convenience

of introducing logical mobility with respect to communication and computation costs. The

authors define extensions of EG (Execution Graphs) and EQN (Extended Queueing Net-

17



"¡/ork)to 
model the uncertainty about the possible adoption of code mobility, Another UML

based approach presented in [19] introduces an UML extension to modeling the possible

adoption of mobility-based paradigms in the software architecture of an application and

generates a stochastic performance model which is a Markov Reward Process (MRP) or a

Markov Decision Process (MDP) la2l to help making the decision of introducing different

code mobility paradigms to the sofbware system. This approach makes use of both UML

collaboration and sequence diagrams and presents an extension to the collaboration dia-

grams to model the possibly adopted code mobility paradigms, which has the same idea as

the PRIMAmob-UML [20], however, they generate different types of performance models.

Grassi et al. have also developed an UML based modeling framework [2i] to evaluate

the performance effectiveness of different code mobility paradigms to the mobile system,

and this framework differs from other approaches by plugging the code mobility paradigms

into pre-existing architecture models in different physical mobility scenarios prior to the

actual system implementation. In this framework, the performance analysis is performed

by applying graph analysis techniques to the augmented UML Activity Diagrams (ADs).

Moreover, in [4], Balsamo et al. tnlroduce a unified UML notation for high-level description

and performance modeling of mobile systems which supports the quantitative information

used to build a process-oriented simulation model of the system, and the simulation model

is executed to evaluate the performance of the mobile system with the results returned back

to the original UML diagrams. The simuìation model consists of three types of simulation

processes derived from the UML diagrams which are Workload, Scenarios and Resource

processes [4]. A prototype tool is presented for translating annotated UML models into

simulation programs. This framework focus on the integration of performance modeling

analysis with software system specification for mobile systems. These two methodologies

[2I, 4] consider both physical device mobility and code mobility.

Besides those UML based approaches, [18] introduces a methodology that helps the

designer to perform the performance evaluation of client-server style and code mobility

in applications at the sofbware architecture level. This methodology includes adopting an

18



architecture description language (ADL) which is a modification of the COMMUNITY

language [a6] to describe the software architecture of the application, deriving a labeled

transition system (LTS) [18] from the software architecture description to represent the

application dynamics, and deriving a Markov Decisional Process (MDP) [42] from the LTS

as the performance model that can be solved to evaluate the performance measures. The

main drawbacks of the work include no consideration of physical mobility and no distinct

separation of three code mobility paradigms. This approach is further developed and

completed in [i0].

Finally, some authors only aim at performance model generation and analysis [8]. This

framework allows the early performance evaluation of mobility-based software systems by

using Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) [31], and it separates the performance model

into three sub-models that are the behavior sub-model, the integrity sub-model and the

mobility sub-model. In this framework, the behavior sub-model represents the dynamic

behavior of the system, and the mobility sub-model represents the code mobility paradigms

by exploiting the UML collaboration diagrams. Finally, the performance model is solved

by using the Mobius simulation solver [12]. Even though my proposed methodology also

makes use of SANs as the modeling tool and the Mobius to solve the models, the framework

in [8] refers onìy to the Mobile Agent paradigm and does not cover the physical mobility

in the system, comparing with my proposed approach.
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Chapter 3

Modeling Mobile Systems With
SANs

There are different techniques for modeling and analysis of communication systems and

networks. Petri Nets (PNs) [38] and their extensions are formalisms for modeling and

analysis of concurrent and distributed real time systems. Hence, a framework based on a

variation of Petri Nets is adopted in this work for modeling mobile systems, which will be

described in this chapter.

3.1 A framework for modeling mobile systems

A general framework based on a variation of Petri Nets [35] known as the Stochastic Activity

Networks, or SANs [31] is used to model mobile systems. In this framework, an activity

network - a set of activities, their durations, and precedence constraints - is represented

by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which each node corresponds to a specific activity.

Activity network models have been used in many fields, such as project management and

parallel processing systems.
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Activity networks

We consider a set of n activities, labeled 1,...,r2, which are carried out under some given

precedence constraints among them, i.e., each activity starts only when certain others

have finished. We represent the precedence constraints by a directed acyclic graph (DAG)

G: (N,,4), called the precedence graph, with nodes 1/ : {1, ...,n} and arcs A C {(i, j) ,

i,j :7,...,nj. Each arc in the precedence graph represents a precedence constraint:

(i, j) e .4 means that activity 7 cannot start until activity z ends. For each activity Æ € l'/,

we denote the set of iís predecessor nodes (called fan-in in IC design) as Pred(k), and the

set of its successor nodes (calìed fan-out in IC design) as Succ(k):

Pred(k) : {i, <- l/ : (2, k) e A},Succ(,k) : U eN : (k, ¡) e A}

Input (also called source or starting) nodes are those with no predecessors, and output

(or sink or endi,ng) nodes are those with no successors. We let d¿ > 0 denote the duration

(or processing time or delay) of activity i. The pair (G, d), i.e., a DAG along with a duratìon

for each node, is referred to as an actiuitE network.

A path on the DAG G represents a sequence of activities that must occur in order. The

duration or delaE of a path is the sum of the durations of the activities on the path. For each

activity we define ils complet'ion time as the maximum of the durations of all paths finishing

at the activity. The maximum of the durations of all paths, which is also the maximum

of the completion times for all activities, is called the makespan of the activity network.

The makespan is also called the total delay, total processing time, or total duration. The

makespan is exactly the total time for all activities to complete, when the starting activities

start at t:0, and each acitivity starts when its predecessors have finished. Any path with

the maximum of the durations of all paths is said to be criti,cal, and an activity is said to

be critical if it is on a critical path.

Stochastic activity networks

Stochastic activity networks (SANs) which have been introduced in 1984, are a stochastic

extension of PNs. SANs are more powerful and flexibìe than most other stochastic exten-
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sions of Petri Nets including stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) [33] and generalized stochastic

Petri Nets (GSPNs) [1] A stochastic activity network (SAN) is an activity network with

random activity durations. A SAN is described by the pair (G,D), where the (DAG)

G: (N,,4) is the precedence graph, and (D: DI,...,D,r) is the vector of random activity

durations. In a SAN, all quantities that depend on the activity durations are random vari-

ables. In particular, the delay of any path, completion time at any node, and the makespan

are all random variables [31].

In a new definition of SANs [34], there are five primitives: place, timed activity, instan-

taneous activity, input gate and output gate. Activities represent actions of the modeled

system, and they are of two types: timed and instantaneous. Timed activities have du-

rations that impact the performance of the modeled system, and they are represented

graphically in DAG as thick vertical lines. Instantaneous activities represent actions that

compìete immediately when enabled in the system, and they are represented graphically in

DAG as thin vertical Ìines. Places represent the state of the modeled system, and they are

represented graphically as circles. Each place contains number of tokens, which represents

the marking of the place. The tokens in a place are homogeneous, in that only the number

of tokens in a place is known. The meaning of the marking of a place is arbitrary. The set of

all place markings represents the marking of the stochastic activity network. Furthermore,

input gates control the enabling of activities and define the marking changes that will occur

when activities complete, and they are represented graphically as triangles. Output gates

define the marking changes that will occur when activities complete, and an output gate

is represented graphically as a triangle with its flat side connected to an activity or a case.

An activity may have different cases describing different possibilities occurring in an appli-

cation. The only difference from an input gate is that an output gate is associated with a

single case. For timed activities, definition of general probability distribution function is

possible. For input and output gates, general functions, written in languages like C could

be defined. To be able to fire in a marking, the enabling predicates of all input gates of an

activity must be true.
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In this modeling framework, we will first describe mobile system behavior by using

UML Sequence Diagrams (SDs), and then model the system by SANs which are derived

from corresponding SDs. In mobile computing environment, a mobile unit may stay in one

cell or move to another cell while working. If the mobile unit stays in one cell, the mobile

system does not need to deal with the handoff with different base stations. When the

mobile unit moves to another cell during its working and connecting with the base station,

the system has to manage all the handoff between the original base station and the new one.

Hence, two cases have to be taken into account in system modeling. F\rrthermore, code

mobility paradigms also will be modeled by SANs and further plugged into pre-existing

system models to generates the final performance models.

3.2 Modeling physical mobility and system behaviors

This section indicates how to model the physical mobility and the behavior of the mobile

system by graphical stochastic activity networks. A modeling tool called Mobius [12]

is exploited for such kind of modeling because it introduces techniques for constructing

hierarchical and composed SAN models.

3.2.L An application example

In this section, an application example is presented for system modeling. The application

is the simplified version of the scenario introduced in Chapter 1.

The flight reservation application provides the ability for the user to query for the

desired flights from the database located on the server which will return a list of flights

matching the criteria. Then the user selects the most wanted one and saves the reservation

into the flight database, finally a reservation code will be sent and stored on the mobile

unit through which the user makes the flight reservation. In this case, the mobile unit

starts the flight reservation application as soon as the user begins to query for the flights.

The base station forwards the query message to the server and returns the query results to
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the mobile unit. Afterward, the application will initiates a serial of transactions containing

some write operations that the application updates the flight reservation database on the

server and some read operations that the application reads and stores a reservation code

or other information as needed.

3.2.2 SAN modeling of the mobile system without handoff

The user starts the flight reservation application on the mobile unit to query for the suitable

flights, and initiates some transactions over the most desired flight. The mobile unit first

sends the query message to the server) forwarded by the base station. The server then

processes the query and sends the results to the mobile unit through the base station.

Whereafter, the mobile unit initiates some transactions. After initiated, the transactions

are forwarded to the server through the base station which is responsible for the current

cell for accessing the data on the server. We consider the base station manages all of the

transactions and keeps a transaction log file. The server processes them after it has received

all of the transactions, and these transactions may be committed or aborted. F\rrthermore,

the assumption that only the information of commission of the transactions has to be

written to the log file on the base station is made for modeling. Only if all the transactions

are committed, the base station will then return a confirmation message containing the

reservation code to the mobiìe unit. In this case, the mobile unit is assumed to stay in

one cell while it is working. The system behavior is illustrated by the UML sequence

diagram, shown as Figure 3.1. The whole system is modeled by two SAN submodels based

on the communications between different components of the system. At last, the individual

submodels are joined together to represent the whole system.

Figure 3.2 shows the SAN submodel of the communications between the mobile unit

and the base station dominating the cell where the mobile unit is. In this submodel,

the places start,wai,t-fights,wait-results are the states of the mobile unit, and the places

fli,ghts-sent,end are the states of the base station. The places s-fl,'ights-sent and log-comp

are the shared states of the server appearing in both submodels. These states all present
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Figure 3.1: The sequence diagram of the system without handoff
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Figure 3.2: SAN submodel of wireless communications in the system without handoff

the system components at the moment when they finish sending a message. If the marking

of the sender's state has changed, it means the receiver successfully gets the message. We

only define the marking of the original state of the mobile unit to be mu-msgnum that

denotes the number of the messages to be sent by the mobile unit. Then the original

marking of the base station should be mu-msgnuml2, and that of the server should be

mu-msgnuzn. Because the mobile unit sends the query message and some transactions to

the base station, the total number of the messages should be the number of the transactions

plus 1. The timed activities send-query and send-tÍ represents the actions of the mobile

unit when it sends the query message and the transaction messages, and the timed activities

return-ff,ights and return-cfmid represents the actions of the base station when it returns

the query result and the confirmation message. The input gale mobile-i,n/ enables the

activity return-cfmid only when all the transactions on the server have been committed

and the results have been logged to the log file, denoted by the places log-cornp.

Figure 3.3 indicates the SAN submodel of the communications between the base station

and the server. The places bs-wai,t-fl,ights and bs-wait-reszlfs represents the states of the

base station, and the places fl.ights-out,s-fights-sent,tr-aborted,tr-commited and log-comp

represents the states of the server. The mobile unit's states wait-fiights and uait-results are

shared states appearing in both submodels. The timed activities trans-query and forutard-tr
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Figure 3.3: SAN submodel of wired communications in the system without handoff

represent the actions of the base station that it transfers the query message and forwards

the transaction messages to the server. The server processes the query and sends the

query result containing a list of flights to the base station, which are denoted by the timed

activities proc-query and send-fl,ights. Moreover, the server processes the transactions after

it has received them, and logs the results into the log file located on the base station.

Since each transaction should be either committed or aborted, and the server logs the

results only when all the transactions are committed, the server has to ìog the times as

the number of the transactions have been processed, and these actions are represented

by the SAN timed activities proc-tr and log-results. The activily proc-tr has two cases

according whether all the transactions are committed. Only if aìl of the transactions have

been committed successfully, the server is in the sïate tr-commited; otherwise, it will be in

the state tr-aborted.

Figure 3.4 shows the replicate/join composed model of the system. The formalism

enables the modeler to define a composed model in the form of a tree, in which each leaf

node is a predefined submodel node, and each non-leaf node is classified as either a Join

node or a Replicate node. The root of the tree represents the complete composed model.

Two submodels, w'ireless and wired, make up the composed model of the mobile system

without handoff. The shared states in the submodels are defined in the composed model.
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Figure 3.4: SAN composed model of the system without handoff

3.2.3 SAN modeling of the mobile system with handoff

The second case for the mobiìe system is that the mobile unit moves to another cell which is

dominated by another base station during its working time. In this case, mobile applications

have to execute handoff when moving from one wireless cell to another. F\rrthermore, mobile

transactions may have to be suspended when the mobile unit leaves one wireless cell, and

resumed when it is admitted to another cell. In this case, the mobile unit is assumed to move

after all the transactions have been forwarded to the server. It has to inform the original

base station the new location of the mobile unit, and the old base station sends a handoff

request message to the new base station that will check its capacity for accommodating all

the handoff information including transaction id and some resources such as code or data.

The new base station returns to the old one the message of admission, and if admitted,

the old base station suspends the transactions on the server and then transfers all the

handoff information to the new one which will resume the transactions. Afterward, the

server processes the transactions and logs the results to the log file. The behavior of the

system components is illustrated by UML sequence diagram, as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.6 indicates the SAN submodel of the wireless communications between the mo-

bile unit and two base stations dominating two cells across which the mobile unit moves.

Since the mobile unit migrates after the original base station forwards all the transactions

to the server) the query process modeling is the same as that in the system without hand-

off. The activity moue represents the event that the mobile unit changes its location, and
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Figure 3.6: SAN submodel of wireless communications in the system with handoff

this activity occurs after the transactions have been delivered to the server. For modeling

purpose, the migration of the mobile unit is defined as timed activity with the time distri-

bution rate of 0.001 because the effect of the migration time on the performance measure

variable is small enough to be safely ignored. As soon as the mobile unit migrates to

another cell, the notification of its new location will be sent to the original base station,

denoted by the timed activity send-loc-info. Furthermore, in this submodel, the timed

activity retur-n-cfmid represents the action of the new base station dominating the current

cell of the mobile unit when it returns the confirmation message to the mobile unit. Be-

sides the shared states the same as those in the SAN submodel of the other case, the place

bs-wait-resulús also denotes the shared state of the original base station after it forwards

the transactions to the server. The places loc-changed and nloc-sent represent the states of

the mobile unit after it moves to the new cell and notifies the new location to the original

base station respectively.

Figure 3.7 indicates the SAN submodel of the wired communications between two base

stations and the server in the system with handoff. In the system, the original base station

begins to send the handoff request to the new base station after it forwards all the trans-

actions to the server and receives the notification of the new location of the mobile unit,

and this event is denoted by the timed activity send-handoff-req. The activitries check-cap
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Figure 3.7: SAN submodel of wired communications in the system with handoff

and return-adminfo represent the events that the new base station checks its capacity for

accommodating all the handoff information and returns the admission information. The

activity retur-n-admi,nfo has two cases according to whether the new base station accepts

or rejects the handoff request. If the new base station has rejected the handoff request,

it is in the state rejected; otherwise, it is in the state accepted. Only when the handoff

request is accepted, the original base station can suspend the transactions on the server,

denoted by the timed activity suspend-tr. Afterward, it transfers the resources which may

be needed by the mobile application and transactions to the new one, represented by the

timed activity trans-res. As soon as the new base station receives the resources, it resumes

the transactions on the server, represented by the timed activity resume-tr. Finally, the

server has to log the results of processing the transactions to the log file on the new base

station which then will return the confirmation message to the mobile unit. The place

nloc-sent denotes the state of the mobile unit which is shared in two submodels. Figure

3.8 indicates the replicate/join composed model of the system, and all of the shared states

are defined in this model. Two submodels wireless and wzred are joined together to form

the whole model of the system.
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Figure 3.8: SAN composed model of the system with handoff

6)Ðù.ù Modeling code mobility in the mobile software

system

This section presents how to model the three code mobility paradigms by SAN models.

In the mobile system described previously, the memory of the mobile unit may not be

sufficient to hold many applications; hence, the code for the applications must be mobile

so that it can be loaded on demand for execution. In fact, this scenario can be introduced

contrarily. The mobile unit sends the code to the base station which also keeps the data for

the mobile applications for execution, and the base station returns the resuÌts back to the

mobile unit. Both of the Code On Demand paradigm (COD) and the Remote Evaluation

paradigm REV are about transferring the code or the service; therefore, three components

have to be concerned: the mobile unit, the base station and the code constituent itself. In

addition, the mobile unit can send the code and data for execution as a mobile component

to the server during connection since the mobile unit may frequently disconnect to the

network, and this scenario presents the Mobile Agent paradigm (MA). In respect that this

paradigm is concerning moving the whole software component in the system, the mobile

unit, the base station and the mobile agent itself needs to be modeled. In the modeling,

the states of code fragments and mobile agents are expressed by their locations.
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Figure 3.9: The sequence diagram of the COD paradigm

3.3.1 Modeling Code On Demand paradigm

In this paradigm, the mobile unit sends the request for code to the base station which will

return the code for execution after receiving the request. The UML sequence diagram for

this process is shown in Figure 3.9. We assume that the mobile application automatically

loads the code as long as it is started. Hence, the mobile unit will send the query message

immediately after it gets the code.

Figure 3.10 shows the SAN model of the COD paradigm. The place súorú represents

the original state of the mobile unit which has the marking of 1. The timed activity

send-code-req forces the state of the mobile unit to be wazt-code which means the mobile

unit has sent the request for code to the base station and it is waiting for the code. The

location of the code implies its state. The code is originally located on the base station;

after being transferred, its location changes to the mobile unit. Thus, the places /oc-bs and

loc-mu represents the two different locations of the code. The timed activity retur-n-code

represents the behavior of the base station that it returns the code to the mobile unit,

enabled by the input gate mobile-in? when the mobile unit is in the sïaïe watt-code and

the code is in the slate loc-bs. The place code-sent denotes the state of the base station

after the activity retunt-code completes.
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Figure 3.10: SAN model of the COD paradigm

Figure 3.11: The sequence diagram of the REV paradigm

3.3.2 Modeling Remote Evaluation paradigm

In Remote Evaluation paradigm, the server component offers its computational power and

resources, but does not provide any application specific service. As in our mobile software

system, the mobile unit sends the code to the base station which has other resources for

running the application. The mobile unit is assumed to send the code â,s soon as the

application is started. Once the base station has received the code, it sends the query

message to the server, but for the modeling of the REV paradigm, only the messages

for transfering the code is concerned. The UML sequence diagram for this paradigm is

indicated in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.12 demonstrates the SAN model of the REV paradigm. The timed activities

send-code represents the mobile unit's behavior of sending the code to the base station,

f--"****ll,l
I
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Figure 3.12: SAN

l0c

model of the RtrV paradigm

enabling the location change of the code constituent from the mobile unit to the base

station. The place stari represents the original state of the mobile unit, and the place

code-sent represents the state of the mobile unit afLer the code has been sent to the base

station.

3.3.3 Modeling Mobile Agent paradigm

In Mobile Agent paradigm, the mobile agent that contains the data, the code or the states

moves across different system components. When the application is started, the mobile unit

sends the mobile agent to the base station which will then forward it to the server. The

mobile agent executes on the server and produces the query results which will be returned

to the mobile unit. The same as the modeling of the REV paradigm, only the process of

transferring the mobile agent will be modeled. The UML sequence diagram of the MA

paradigm is displayed in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.14 demonstrates the SAN model of the MA paradigm. While the mobile agent

is executing on the mobile unit, it has to be transferred to the server where it will resume the

execution. The input gate mobile-inl enables the timed activity send-ma from two states

of the mobile agent erecuting and loc-mlr representing the original location of the mobile

agent. The output gate mobile-outl defines that the state of the mobile agent changes to

loc-bs which mean the mobile agent is on the base station. The place mø-sent denotes
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Figure 3.13: The sequence diagram of the X4A paradigm

Figure 3.i4: SAN model of the MA paradigm

the state of the mobile unit after it has sent the mobile agent. The activily forward-ma

represents that the base station forwards the mobile agent to the server, and the output

galemobi,le-out? defines that the states of the mobile agent turn to loc-seruerand executi,ng

which mean that the mobile agent is resumed when it migrates to the server. The place

bs-ma-sent indicates the state of the base station after it has forwarded the mobile agent

to the server.

_rn1 send ma mobile
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Chapter 4

Performance Analysis of Mobile

Software Systems

As we have existing basic system models, \Me can plug three mobile code paradigms into

those models and compare their performance to get insights about how introducing the

code mobility into the wireless communication environments affects the performance of the

whole system, which helps the software designer to exam different strategies and figure out

the best solution. The method proposed to solve the problem is to insert the SAN models

of three mobile code paradigms into two pre-existing mobile system models and assess the

performance, finally obtain the simulation results by the Mobius tool.

4.1 Adaptation to the system without handoff

As indicated above, two cases that the mobile unit stays in one cell and it moves to another

cell during working time should be considered. Adaptation of three code mobility paradigms

to the mobile system without handoff will fist be presented. In such a system, the mobile

unit only communicates with one base station on which some data and code may be kept.
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4.I.1 Plugging COD paradigm into the system without handoff

In the Code On Demand paradigm, the code for the flight reservation application is located

on the base station, and can be loaded by the mobile unit which holds the resources

and computational component for the application. The mobile unit should launch the

application immediately when the user begins the query, which means the application

should start to load the code to perform the task at the same time. As soon as the

application has the code, it begins to send the query message to the base station which

then forwards the message to the server and returns the query results back to the mobile unit

after processing the query by the server. Afterward, the mobile unit sends the transactions

messages initiated by the application to the server through the base station. When all the

transactions are committed, the server must log the results to the log file located on the

base station which then sends a confirmation message including a reservation code to the

mobile unit which will end the application finally. The events taking place in the system

are represented by the UML Sequence Diagram shown in Figure 4.1.

The whole SAN system model is divided into two SAN submodels which represent the

communications through the wireless connection and those through the wired connection

respectively, illustrated in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. Two submodels will be joined together

as a SAN composed model of the whole system shown in Figure 4.4. The actions in the

SAN models correspond to the messages in the UML sequence diagram.

In Figure 4.2,lhe place star-t represents the state of the mobile unit right at the moment

when it starts the application, and the activity send-code-req represents that the mobile

unit sends the request for the code to the base station. The mobile unit will then wait for

the code after it sends the request message, which is represented by the place wait-code. At

this time, the code is located on the base station, and the place loc-bs denotes the original

location of the code. When the mobile unit is in the wait-code state and the marking equals

to the number of subtracting 1 from the original message number of the mobile unit and

the code is in the loc-bs state, the base station sends the code to the mobile unit, which

is represented by the activity return-code. The place code-sent denotes the state of the
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base station after it returns the code. If the mobile unit receives the code successfully, the

location of the code should be denoted by the place loc-mu. Until now, the code loading is

complete, and the application begins to send the query message to the base station which

will then forward the message to the server. The mobile unit is in the sLate wa'it-fi,ights

after the query message are sent to the base stations.

When the base station receives the query message, it transfers the message to the server,

denoted by the timed activiLytrans-querA, and the place bs-wai.t-fligåús denotes the state

of the base station after the action completes. Afterwards, the server processes the query

and gets the result, which are represented by the timed activity proc-querA and the place

fiights-out respectively. The server sends the outputting result to the base station which

then returns it to the mobile unit. These actions are divided into two parts which appear

in two submodels , wai.t-fl,'ighls and s-fl.'ights-sent are shared states in two submodels. When

the mobile unit finishes the query, it begins to send the transactions to the server through

the base station, and this process is expressed by the actions send-tr and forarard-tr, also

appearing in two submodels. The server deals with the transactions, and the activity proc-tr

has two cases resting with the probability of the transaction to be committed or aborted.

The server is in the state tr-committed only when all the transactions are committed and

it has to log the result to the log file located on the base station. wait-results and log-comp

are the shared states in two submodels. We assume the base station has to receive all the

transactions until it forwards them to the server.

When the SAN models of the system are ready, the reward functions are defined to mea-

sure information about the system being modeled. Mobius provides performance variables

for the measurement. The performance variables needed to be assessed include down-

load-ti,me, query-tzme and tr-erecution-time. The reward function for each performance

variable is indicated as below in Figure 4.5. The performance variable download-time

represents the time of the mobile unit to load the code from the base station, query-ti,me

represents the time of completing the query for flights, and tr-erecution-t'ime represents the

time of executing all the transactions, starting from sending the transaction messages to
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Figure 4.2: SAN submodel of wireless communications in the system
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Figure 4.3: SAN submodel of wired communications in the system
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Figure 4.4: SAN composed model of the system

receiving the confirmation message. These performance variables are expressed in seconds.

4.L.2 Plugging REV paradigm into the system without handoff

In the Remote Evaluation paradigm, the mobile unit has the code for the execution of the

application, but the base station holds the computational power and resources. Once the

mobile unit starts the application, it begins to send the code to the base station which then

generates the query message and sends it to the server. The UML Sequence Diagram of

the system is indicated as Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.7 shows the SAN submodel of the communications between the mobile unit

and the base station over the wireless link. In the modeì the interactions between sys-

tem components correspond to the timed actions send-code,return-fli,ghts, send-tr and re-

turn-cfmid The places start,code-sent and watt-results represent the states in which the

mobile unit starts the application and finishes sending code and transaction messages to

the base station. The places fli,ghts-sent and end model the states in which the base station

finishes sending the query result and confirmation message of the execution of transactions

respectively. The places loc-mu and loc-bs are used to model different locations of the

code during time of migration. The places s-fi,i,ghts-sent and log-comp represent the shared

states in which the server has just sent the query result and transaction log messages to the

base station respectively. Figure 4.8 indicates the SAN submodel of the communication

between the base station and the server over the wired link. The place code-sentrepresents
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Performance

Variable

AfIæting

Models

Reward Function

download_time wireless if(wirelcss->code_sent->Mark0==mu_rugnum+ I )
retm(codereasize/wireless_speed+code_size/wireless_spæd);

query_tlme wireless

wired

if(wireless->fl ights_sent->Mark0==¡u-mgrrm- I )
r€twn(qru g_si zelwi reÌess*speed+ qmsg_size/wrred_speed+

qjob_si zdscpu_rate*6(ll.qresuls_sizlwired_speed+

qresu lts_si zelwirel ess_speed),

Lx executron lrme wireless

wi¡ed

i(wireless-)end->Mark0==0)

retun(Lrrug_size/wireless_speed *(mu_msgnum-2)r

xmsg_size/wired_speed *(mu_msgnum-2)+

Lrjob_size/scpu_rate*60*(mu_msgnm-2)+

Iogrug_si zdwired_speed *(mu_msgnum-2)r

cfmmsg size/rvireless speed);

Figure 4.5: Reward functions of performance variables

the shared state in which the mobile unit just finishes sending the code and the base station

is going to send the query message to the server. Furthermore, the SAN composed model

of the system is shown as Figure 4.9.

The reward function for each performance variable used to measure the performance of

the system embedded with the REV paradigm is indicated in Figure 4.10. The performance

variable download-time represents the time of the base station to load the code from the

mobile unit. Because the mobile unit sends the code to the base station directly as soon

as it starts the application, the value of. download-ti,me should be the result of code size

divided by wireless link speed.

4.1.3 Plugging MA paradigm into the system without handoff

When the Mobile Agent paradigm is plugged into the system, the mobile unit generâ.tes a

mobile agent and sends it to the server for execution through the base station. Thus, the

server processes the query which is produced by the mobile agent executing on the server,
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s_tlights_sent

return

results

mobile outl loc bs mobile out4 mobile outS

Figure 4.7: SAN submodel of wireless communications in the system

moþile outl moþlle out2 moblte ouB mobite out4 moþtle out6 moblte in6

Figure 4.8: SAN submodel of wired communications in the system
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wireless

Figure 4.9: SAN composed model of the system

Figure 4.10: Reward functions of performance variables

wired

Perfomance Variable fuIecting

Models

Reward Function

download time wireless if(wireless->code_sent->Mark(þ=mu_msgnum- ì )

retum(code_size/wireless_speed);

query_ltme rvi¡eless

wired

if(rvireless->fl ights_sot->Mark0==pu_mgnm)
retu m(qmsg_si zelwred_speed+qj ob-si zelscpu_rate *60+

qresults_sizelwired_speed+

qresuls_sizelwireless_speed);

L\ executlon rvireless

wired

if(wireless->end->Mark0== 0)

retm(txmsg_sizelwireless*speed+(mu_msgnum- I )r
btmsg_sizeiwired_speed*(mu_msgnum- I )+
rrjob_s i zelscpu_rate*ó0*(mu_msgnm- I )+

logmsg_sizdwired_speed*(mu_msgnum- ì þ
cfmmsg-size/w irel ess-speed);
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Figure 4.11: Sequence diagram of plugging MA paradigm into the system without handoff

ând it will deliver the query result back to the mobile unit. Figure 4.71 illustrates the UML

Sequence Diagram of the system.

The SAN submodel of the wireless communications between the mobile unit and the

base station for the system embedded with the MA paradigm is represented in Figure

4.72. In the model the interactions between system components correspond to the timed

actions send-ma,return-fi"i,ghts,send-tr and return-cfmi,d. The SAN submodel of the system

expressing the communications over the wired link between the base station and the server

is represented in Figure 4.13. The mobile agent travels from the mobile unit to the server via

the base station; the places loc-mu,loc-bs and loc-ser-uer model the locations of the mobile
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s_flights_sent

mobile outl mobile outS

Figure 4.12: SAN submodel of wireless communications in the system

agent. The place erecuting represents the state in which the mobile agent is executing; thus,

this state occurs before the mobile agent is sent to the base station and after it arrives at the

server. Furthermore, the timed action proc-query is enabled by the input gahe mobi,le-tn2

only when the mobile agent is forwarded to the server and its execution is resumed on it.

The query result will be delivered back to the mobile unit, represented by the timed actions

send-fi,ights and return-fi,ighús. The process of transmission and execution of transactions

is the same as it in the system embedded with other code mobility paradigms. Figure 4.I4

shows the SAN composed model of the system with the MA paradigm.

Figure 4.15 indicates the reward functions of performance variables for performance

evaluation of the system with MA paradigm. Since the mobile agent travels from the mobile

unit to the server and executes there, the performance variable download-tir¿e means the

time of the migration of the mobile agent. It should be the sum of the time that the mobile

agent travels via the wireless link and the wired link. The performance variable query-t'ime

shouìd only consider the time for the server to process the query and return the query

result back to the mobile unit.
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Figure 4.13: SAN submodel of wired communications in the system

wireless

Figure 4.14: SAN

w¡red

composed model of the system

Fìgure 4.15: Reward functions of performance variables

Performance Variable Afïectins Models Rewa¡d Function

download time wireless

wi¡ed

if(wired->bs*ma_senl->Mark0==mu_mgnm+ I )
rehm(ma size/wireless speed+ma sizelwired spæd);

query_trme rvirelcss

wùed

if(rvireÌess->fl ights_sent->MarkQ==mu_msgnum)

retum(q¡ ob_si zelscpu_rate*ó0+

qresuls_size/wired_speed+

qresults_size/wireless_speed);

bi executton ttme wireless

wired

if(wireless->end->Mark0==0)

renùn(L\rnsg_size/wireless_speed+(mu_msgnm- I )r
l: msg_sizelw ired_speed *(mu_msgnum- I )r
uijob_sizelscpu_rate*60*(mu_m gnum- I þ
logmsg_size/wired_speeds(mu_msgnm- I þ
cfmmsg size/wireless-speed);
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4.2 Adaptation to the system with handoff

In this case, the mobile unit moves to another cell managed by a new base station while it is

working, and it is assumed to move after all the transaction messages have been forwarded

to the server. In this section, the adaptation of three code mobility paradigms to the system

with handoff will be introduced.

4.2.I Plugging COD paradigm into the system with handoff

When plugging the Code On Demand paradigm into the system with handoff, the mobile

unit sends the code request to the base station which keeps the code and will return it to
the mobile unit after receiving the request. After receiving the code, the mobile unit sends

the query message to the server) and the server will process the query and return the result.

Then the mobile unit generates some transaction messages upon the most desired flight

and send them to the server, forwarded by the base station. The mobile unit is assumed

to move to a new cell only when the server has received all the transaction messages, and

it must send the message of its location information to the old base station. The following

events taking place are the same as those in the pre-existing model of the system with

handoff. The UML Sequence Diagram of the system is represented in Figure 4.16.

Similarly, the SAN system model is divided into two SAN submodels, indicated in

Figure 4.77 and Figure 4.18. Since the COD paradigm is plugged in the pre-existing SAN

model of the mobile system with handoff and the code loading only occurs over the wireless

link, the SAN submodel represented in Figure 4.18 is the same as the submodel of wired

communications of the pre-existing SAN system model shown as Figure 3.7 except the

markings of the system. The SAN model of the COD paradigm is plugged into the SAN

submodel of wireless communications of the pre-existing SAN model of the system with

handoff before the timed action send-query, shown in Figure 4.17. Figure 4.19 represents

the SAN composed model of the system with handoff embedded with COD paradigm.

Figure 4.20 represents the reward functions of performance variables for simulations of

the system with handoff plugged with the COD paradigm. This system and the system
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Figure 4.17: SAN submodel of wireless communications in the system
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Pcrfomance

Variable

AIIætrng

Models

Reward Function

download time wireless if(wireless->code-sent->Mark0==mu_msgnum+2)

retm(codereasize/wrreless_speed+code_sizelwireless speed);

query time wireless

wi¡ed

if(wireless->fl ighs_smt->MarkO==mu msgnum- I )

retw(qmsg_si zelwi reless_speed+ qmsg_sizelwired_speed +

q]ob_sizdscpu_rate+ó0+qresulLs-siæ/wued_speed+

qresuls_sizelwireless_speed),

Lx execution time wlreless

wi¡ed

if(wireless-)end->Mark0==0)

retun(Lrmsg-sizeiwireless_speed *(mu_msgnum-3 þ
txmsg_size/wired_speed*(mu_mgnm-3)+

locinfo_sizelwireless_speed+bdfreq_size/wired_speed+

0 005+0.00 I + adminfo_sizelrvired_speed+

ct¡lui_sizelrvired_speed*2+res_sizelwired_speed+

urjob_sizelscpu_rate*60*(mu_msgnm-3 þ
logm g_si zelwrred_speed *(mu_msgnum-3 

)+

cfmmsg sizelwireless speed);

Figure 4.20: Reward functions of performance variables

without handoff have the same course of code loading and query processing; thus, only the

reward function of the performance variable tr-transaction-time differs. It has to consider

and calculate the time of the mobile unit's migration, the time of transferring the messages

of the mobile unit's location, the old base station's handoff request, the new base station's

admission, the transaction control and the handoff resourcesì and the CPU time of the new

base station to check its capacity. The transaction number should be the result of subtract-

ing 3 from the original messages to be sent by the mobile unit, denoted by mu-msgnum)

because the mobile unit has to send the code request, the query message, the information

of its location and the transaction messages.

4.2.2 Plugging the REV paradigm into the system

When the REV paradigm is plugged into the system with handoff, the mobile unit sends

the code to the base station for execution, and the base station generates the query message
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and sends it to the server. Afterward, the server will process the query and return the result

to the mobile unit, forwarded by the base station. The following message exchanges are

presented in the sequence diagram of the pre-existing model of the system with handoff.

Figure 4.21 shows the UML Sequence Diagram of the system with handoff plugged with

the REV paradigm.

The SAN model of the REV paradigm is plugged into the pre-existing SAN model of

the system with handoff. In Figure 4.22 which indicates the SAN submodel of wireless

interactions in the system, the place code-sent model the state in which the mobile unit

has just sent the code to the base station, and this state is the shared state also emerging

in the SAN submodel of wired communications, shown in Figure 4.23. The timed action

send-querg is enabled by the input gaíe mobile-'ini while the system is in the slate code-sent,

which means the base station sends the query message to the server after receiving the code.

These two SAN submodels are joined together to express the whole system, represented by

the SAN composed model in Figure 4.24.

Figure 4.25 represents the reward functions of performance variables for simulations

of the system with handoff plugged with the REV paradigm. The performance variable

download-t¿me should be the result of the code size divided by the wireless link speed

because the code loading only involves transferring code from the mobile unit to the base

station. The performance variable query-time takes into account the time of sending the

query message to the server, the CPU time of the server to process the query, and the time

of returning the query result to the mobile unit. The variable tr-erecution-time has the

same reward function as the same variable for simulations of other systems with handoff

because these systems are different only before the server begins to process the query.

4.2.3 Plugging MA paradigm into the system

Figure 4.26 represents the UML Sequence Diagram of the system with handoff plugged

with the MA paradigm. The mobile unit generates the mobile agent and sends it to the

base station which will forward it to the server. The mobile agent executes on the server
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Figure 4.22: SAN submodel of wireless communications in the system
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Figure 4.23: SAI\ submodel of wired communications in the system

Figure 4.24: SAN composed model of the system

wireless
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Perfomance

Vaiable

Affæting

Models

Reward Fuction

download time wireless if(wireless->code_sent-)h4arkQ==6u_mgnum-'l )

retum(code_ si zelw irel ess_specd );

query_1tme wireless

wired

if(wireless->fl ights_sent->Mark0==mu_msgnm+ ì )
retum(qmg_size/wired_speed+qj ob_size/scpu_rate*6G+

qresults_sizelwircd_speed+qresults_size/wireless_speed);

tx executron trme rvireless

wired

if(wireless->end->Mark(þ=6¡

return(ormsg_sizelwireless_speed *(mu_msgnum-2)+

rrmsg si zelwired_spæd*(mu_msgnum-2)r

loc info_s j zelrv i¡el ess_speed+hdfr€Lsi zelwi red_speed+

0.005+0 001 +adminfo size/rvired_speed+cr¡lLx_size/wired_speed*2+

res_size/wired_speed+ujob_size/scpu_ralet60*(mu_msgnum-2)r

logmsg_sizelrvircd speed*(mu_msgnum-2þ

cfmmsg size/wire)ess speed);

Figure 4.25: Reward functions of performance variables

and produces the query which is processed by the server. The result will be returned to

the mobile unit. The following message exchanges are the same as those in the systems

rvith handoff plugged with other code mobility paradigms.

Figure 4.27 and Figure 4.28 are the SAN submodels of the system; the former models

the messages between the system components carried by the wireless link, and the latter

models the messages carried by the wired link. The SAN model of the MA paradigm is

divided into two pârts and plugged into two pre-existing SAN submodels of the system with

handoff apart, which is because the mobile agent is transferred over the wireless and wired

link. The places loc-bs and ma-senú model two shared states in which the mobile agent has

sent the mobile agent to the base station and the code is located on the base station. The

input gale mobile-in2 enables the timed action proc-query only when the base station has

forwarded the mobile agent to the server and the execution of the mobile agent is resumed,

represented by the places bs-ma-sent, loc-seruer and erecuteng. Figure 4.29 represents the

SAN composed model of the system with handoff plugged with the MA paradigm.
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Figure 4.27: SAN submodel of wireless communications in the system
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Figure 4.29: SAN composed model of the system
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Perfomance

Variable

Affæting

Models

Reward Fuction

download time wireless

wired

if(wired->bs_ma_senr>Mark0==mu_mgnum+ 2)

retum(ma_si zelwirel ess_speed+ ma_size/wired_speed);

query*tme wireless

wired

if(wireless->fl ighs_sent->Mark0==mu_msgnm+ ì )
return(qjob_size/scpu_rate+60+qresults_size/wired,speed+

qresults-size/wireless_speed);

L\ executron ttme wireless

wired

if(wireless->end->Mark0=-0)

return(Þ(msg_size/u,ireless_speed*(mu_msgnum-?þ

txmg_size/wired_spæd *(mu_msgnum,2þ

locìnfo_srzelwireless-speed+hdfreasi æ/rvired_speed+

0.005+0.001 +adminfo_size/wi¡ed_speed+ctrloi sizelwircd_speed+2+

res_sizdrvired_spced+Þ(job-size/scpu_rate*ó0*(mu_msgnum-2}l"

logmg_size/wired_speed *(mu-msgnum-2)r

cfmmg_size/wireless,speed),

Figure 4.30: Reward functions of performance variables

Figure 4.30 illustrates the reward functions of performance variables needed for simu-

lations and the performance evaluation of the system. The reward function of the variable

download-ttme calctiates the time of transferring the mobile agent from the mobile unit to

the server, the reward function of the variable query-tirne calculates the time of processing

the query and returning the result to the mobile unit, and the reward function of the vari-

able tr-erecution-time calculates the time of the mobile unit from sending the transaction

messages to receiving the confirmation message.
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Chapter 5

Numerical Results

As we have all of the prepared SAN models of the systems, they can be solved by the

Mobius solver to get the results of performance variables for the performance evaluation

of the system. Because the systems are grouped into two categories which are the systems

without handoff and those with handoff, the results of simulations will be assessed for two

cases respectively. In order to evaluate the system performance with several different pa-

rameter values, a range is defined for one parameter in each simulation. Three simulations

are executed for each model by varying three different parameter values respectively. For

each simulation the results of the performance variables download-time, query-ti,me and

transaction-erecution-trme are indicated in one chart. All the results produced by the sim-

ulations are gathered to compare the performance of systems with different code mobility

paradigms.

5.1 Result assessments for the systems without hand-

off

Figure 5.1(a) indicates a set of parameter values for the simulation of the system without

handoff plugged with the COD paradigm when varying the size of the code transferred

between the mobile unit and the base station, denoted by code-size. The performance
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variable download-time evaluates the time of the mobile unit to load the code from the

base station. The sizes of all the messages exchanged between different system components

are expressed in bytes, the CPU rate is expressed in jobs/min, and the wireless and wired

link speed are expressed in bytes/sec. For the system plugged with the COD paradigm the

number of transaction messages should be the result of subtracting 2 from the number of

the original messages to be sent by the mobile unit, hence, the transaction message number

for the simulation of the system should be 8. The results from solution of the model of

the system without handoff plugged with the COD paradigm by varying the code size are

shown in Figure 5.1(b). The results of the performance variable download-tzme increases

linearly when the value of the parameter code-size increases. The figure shows that the

results of the performance variables query-time and tr-erecut'ion-time do not have visible

changes with the variation of the code size because the code size has no impact on them.

Figure 5.2(a) iìlustrates a group of parameter values used for the simulation of the

system without handoff plugged with the COD paradigm when varying the number of

transaction messages sent from the mobile unit to the server. The performance variable

tr-erecut'ion-time represents the time of the completion of alì the transactions initiated

by the mobile unit, and it includes the time of sending the transaction messages from

the mobile unit to the server, processing the transactions on the server and returning the

confirmation message to the mobile unit. The parameter value n'Lu-msgnum increases from

3 to 98,which means the number of transaction messages increases from 1 to 96. The

results from solution of the model of the system without handoff plugged with the COD

paradigm by varying the transaction message number are indicated ìn Figure 5.2(b), and it

shows that the time of completing the execution of all the transactions increases with the

increments of the number of transaction messages. F\rrthermore, the size of the transaction

jobs to be processed by the server should be consonant with the number of transaction

messages normally, however, the transaction job size is assumed to be fixed in this work no

matter how the transaction message number changes so the results only show the impact

of the number of transaction messages to the performance variables.
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Pårameter Variable Value

Probability of t¡amaction abortion abort prob 0.05

Size of tìe code request message codereasize 500.0

Size of the code to be retumed code size Is000.0-4755000.0]

I Incremental Range,250000. 0]

Size ofthe query message qmsg_size 1000 0

Size of tle query jobs to be processed by

the serue¡

qjob_size 200.0

Size of the flights info to be retumed qresults_size 8000 0

CPU rate of the seruer scpu_rate 19¿16 0

Size of tle t¡ansaction message txmg_size 500.0

Size of the ûansaction jobs to be processed

bv the seruer

txjob size 500

Numbe¡ of the messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_mgnum 10

Size of the lop. messase losms size 500 0

Size of the confirmation messap.e cfmmsg_size 500

Wireless Jink speed wireless_speed ì 250000.0

Wired link speed wired speed 1.25E1

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.1: Simulation of the COD paradigm model without handoff when varying the code

size.
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Pârameter Variable Value

Probability of tramaction abortion abort prob 0.05

Size ofthe code request message codereq size 500.0

Size of ùe code to be retumed code size 50000 0

Size ofthe query messag€ qmq slze r 000.0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the server

qjob size 200.0

Size of the flights info ro be retumed qresulls size 8000 0

CPU rate of the serve¡ scpu rate t94ó 0

Sjze of the transaction message txmss slze 500 0

Size of the transaction jobs to be processed

by the seruer

ujob_size 50.0

Number of the messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu mgnum [3-e8]

flncremental Range,5

Size of the log message Iogmg size 500,0

Size ofthe confirmation message clmmsg size 50.0

Wireless link speed wi¡eless speed I 250000.0

Wired link speed wired speed t.2587

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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Figure 5.2: Simulation of the

transaction message number.

(b) Results from solution of the model.
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Figure 5.3(a) indicates a group of parameter vaiues used for the simulation of the

system without handoff plugged with the COD paradigm when varying the size of the

query jobs to be processed by the server, denoted by qjob-size. A incremental range is

defined for the parameter qjob-size so that the results of different performance variables

can be calculated. Moreover, the parameter mu-msgnur¿ is set as 10 so that the number

of transaction messages should be 9 because in this system the mobile unit sends the code

and the transaction messages out to the base station. The performance variable query-ti,me

represents the time of completing the query initiated by the mobile unit, and it includes the

time of sending the query message from the mobile unit to the server, processing the query

on the server and returning the query results to the mobile unit. The results from solution

of the model of the system without handoff plugged with the COD paradigm by varying

the query job size are indicated in Figure 5.3(b). The results show that the query time

increases with the increments of the query job size and the download time and transaction

execution time remain the same.

Figure 5.4(a) shows the parameter values taken into account the simulation of the

system without handoff plugged with the REV paradigm when varying the code size. The

performance variable download-t'ime represents the time of sending the code from the mobile

unit to the base station, and an incremental range is set for the parameter code-size for

the simulation. The number of transaction messages for solving the model should be 8

because it is the result of subtracting 1 from the number of the original messages to be

sent by the mobile unit, denoted by n'Lu-rnsgnum. The results from solution of the model of

the system without handoff plugged with the REV paradigm by varying the code size are

represented in Figure 5.4(b), and it shows that the download time increases linearly with

the increments of the code size. However, the size of the code which is loaded by the base

station has no effect to the query time and transaction execution time.

Figure 5.5(a) reveals a group of parameter values used for the simulation of the system

without handoff plugged with the REV paradigm when varying the number of the trans-

action messages sent from the mobile unit to the server. In the simulation the parameter
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Parametet Va¡iable Value

Probability of tramaclion abortion abol prob 0.05

Size of the code requesl messaee codereo size 500.0

Size ofthe code to be retumed code size 50000 0

Size ofthe auery messaee qmg sr ze 1000.0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the server

qjob size [50.0- r 00o.0]

Ihcremental Ranee,50.0]

Size of ùe flights info to be retumed qresults size 8000 0

CPU rate of tle seruer scpu rate t946 0

Size of the transâction messase txmsg srze 500.0

Size of the lransaction jobs to be processed

by the server

t-rjob_size 500

Number of the messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_msgnum 10

Size ofthe log message losmss size 500.0

Size of the confirmation message cfmmse size 50.0

Wireless iink speed wireless soeed ì 250000 0

Wired link speed wi¡ed soeed t.2587

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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(b) Resuìts from solution of the model.

Figure 5.3: Simulation of the COD paradigm model without handoff when varying the

query job size.
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Parameter Variable Value

Probability of transaction abortion abort prob 0.05

Size ofthe code to be sent code srze I s000.0-4755000.0]

[ncremental Range,250000.0]

Size of tle query message qmsg slze 10000

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

tïe server

qjob_size 200.0

Size of the flights info to be rerumed qresults size 8000.0

CPU rate of tïe serue¡ scpu rate t946.0

Size of the transâction message L\msp slze 500.0

Size of the transaction jobs to be processed

by the server

txjob_size 50.0

Number of the messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu msgnum 9

Size of tle log message logmsg size 500.0

Size ofthe confrmation message cfmmsg size 50.0

Wireless link speed wireless speed I 250000.0

Wired link speed wired speed t.25El

(a) Parameter values for the simulation
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.4: Simulation of the REV paradigm model without handoff when varying the code

size.
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mu-msgnum increases from 2 lo 97, which means the number of transaction messages in-

creases from 1 to 96, and the code size is set as 50000 bytes. The results from solution

of the model of the system without handoff plugged with the REV paradigm by varying

the transaction message number are indicated in Figure 5.5(b) which shows the effect the

transaction messages number has to the transaction execution time. The chart also shows

in the system the download time is less than 1 second and the query time is about 6 seconds.

Figure 5.6(a) displays a set of parameter values employed for the simulation of the

system without handoff plugged with the REV paradigm when varying the size of query

jobs processed by the server. A incremental range is defined for the parameter qjob-szze in

the simulation of the system. The query time evaluates the time of completing the query

started on the base station, including the time of sending the query message from the base

station to the server, processing the query on the server and returning the query results

from the server to the mobile unit. The results from solution of the model of the system

without handoff plugged with the REV paradigm by varying the query job size are indicated

in Figure 5.6(b) which shows the query time increases linearly with the increments of the

query job size, and the transaction execution time is about 12 seconds.

Figure 5.7(a) illustrates a set of parameter values taken into account the simulation of

the system without handoff plugged with the MA paradigm when varying the size of the

mobile agent. The same incremental range is defined for the parameter ma-s'ize as code-s'ize,

however, in the real case the size of the mobile agent may be different with the code size.

To compare the performance of different code mobility paradigms, other parameter values

in simulations are uniform. The results from solution of the model of the system without

handoff pìugged with the MA paradigm by varying the mobile agent size are represented

in Figure 5.7(b). The download time denotes the time of sending the mobile agent from

the mobile unit to the server for execution, and it increases linearly from less than 1 second

to 4 seconds with the increments of the mobile agent size between the range of 5000 to

4755000 b¡es. Nevertheless, the mobile agent size shows no impact on the query time and

the transaction execution time.
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Parameter Variable Value

Probability of t¡amaction abonion abort prob 0.05

Size ofthe code to be sent code size 50000 0

Size ofthe ouerv messase qmsg srze 1000.0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the seruer

qjob_size 200 0

Size of the flights info to be retumed qresults size 8000.0

CPU rate ofthe server scDu fate 1946 0

Size of the transaction messase lxmP srze 500.0

Size of the transaction jobs to be processed

by the server

txj ob_size 500

Numbe¡ of tle messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_mgnum l2-e7l

Ilncremental Range,5

Size of the loe messaee loÊmss slze s00 0

Size of the conhrmation message cfmmq size 50.0

Wireless link speed wireless soeed r 250000.0

Wired link soeed wired s¡eed 12587

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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Pårameter Variable Value

hobability of tramaction abonion abort prob 0.05

Size ofthe code to be sent code size 50000 0

Size of the ouery messaee qmg srze t000 0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the server

q.¡ob_size [50.0- r 000.0 
1

flrcremental Range,50.0]

Size of the fìights info to be retumed qresults size 8000.0

CPU ¡ate of the server scDu rale 1946 0

Size of the transaction messaee lxmg srze 500.0

Size ofthe transaction jobs to be processed

by the server

rxjob_size 50.0

Number of the messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_msgnum 9

Size of the log message losmse size 500.0

Size ofthe confrmation message cfmmg size 50.0

Wi¡eìess link speed wi¡eless speed I 250000 0

Wired link speed wired soeed t 2587

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.6: Simulation of the REV paradigm model without handoff when varying the

query job size.
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Parameter Variablc Value

Probability of transaction abortion abol prob 005

Size ofthe mobile agent ma_sr ze [ 5000.0-475 5000.0]

I Incremental Range,250000.0]

Size of tle query message amse slze t000 0

Sìze of the query jobs to be processed by

tle serue¡

qJob_size 200 0

Size of the flights info to be rerumed qresulls size 8000.0

CPU rate of the seruer scpu râte t94ó.0

Srze of the transaction message txmg srze 500.0

Size of the transaction jobs to be processed

by the server

L\job_size 50.0

Number of ùe messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_msgnum 9

Size ofthe lop messape logmsg size 500 0

Size of the confmation message cfmg size 50.0

Wireless linJ< speed wireless speed I 250000.0

Wired link speed wi¡ed speed L2587
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(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.7: Simulation of the MA paradigm model without handoff when varying the mobile

agent size.
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Figure 5.8(a) reveals a group of parameter values defined for the simulatìon of the system

without handoff plugged with the MA paradigm when varying the number of transaction

messages sent from the mobile unit to the server. In the simulation the size of the mobile

agent is defined as 50000 bytes, the same as the code size in simulations of the other code

mobility paradigms, and the same range is defined for the number of transaction messages.

The results from solution of the model of the system without handoff plugged with the

MA paradigm by varying the transaction message number are shown in Figure 5.8(b). The

transaction execution time denotes the time of completing the execution of transactions,

including the time of transferring transaction messages from the mobile unit to the server,

processing transactions on the server and returning the confirmation message to the mobile

unit, and it relates to the transaction message number. The results show the transaction

execution time increases linearly with the increments of the transaction message number

which has no effect on the download time and the query time.

Figure 5.9(a) displays a set of parameter values used for the simulation of the system

without handoff plugged with the MA paradigm when varying the size of the query job

processed by the server. The same incremental range is defined for the parameter q¡ob-size,

and the transaction message number is defined as 8. In the system the query time considers

the time of processing the query on the server and returning the query results to the mobile

unit. The results from solution of the model of the system without handoff plugged with

the MA paradigm by varying the query job size are indicated in Figure 5.9(b) which shows

the query time increases from 1 to 31 seconds when the query job size rises from 50 to 1000

jobs. However, the transaction execution time is about 12 seconds all through regardless

of the query job size.

Figure 5.10 represents the comparison of the total working time of the systems without

handoff plugged with different code mobility paradigms when varying the size of the code

or the mobile agent, and it reveals that the REV paradigm has the similar performance

with the COD paradigm and the MA paradigm obviously has the worst performance while

the size of code is assumed to be equal to the size of mobile agent in simulations, which
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Parameter Va¡iable Value

Probability of û'ansact ion abortion abort3rob 0.05

Size of the mobjle agent ma s I7e 50000.0

Size ofrhe query message qmsg srze 1000.0

Size of tlre query jobs to be processed by

the seruer

qjob_size 200 0

Size of the flights info to be retumed qresults_size 8000.0

CPU rate of the seruer scpu rate t946 0

Size of the transaction message L\rtsg_srze 500.0

Size of the lransaction jobs to be processed

by the server

t-xjob size 50.0

Number of the messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_mgnum 12-e7)

[ncremental Range,5

Size of the log messaee ìosßs size 500.0

Srze of the confirmation messaqe cfmmsg sjze 50.0

Wireless ìink speed wrreless sDeed I 250000 0

Wired link soeed wired speed 1.2587

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.8: Simulation of the MA paradigm model without handoff when varying the

transaction message number.
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Parameter Variable Value

Probability of tramaction abortion abort prob 0.05

Size ofthe mobile aeenl ma sl ze 50000 0

Srze of the ouerv messaqe oms slze t0000
Size of the query jobs to be proiessed by

the seruer

qJob_srze [50.0- r 0oo.o]

Incremental Ranee,50. 0l

Size of the flights info to be retumed qresults size 8000 0

CPU rate of the server scDu rate 1946.0

Size of the transaction messâqe LXmSÊ SlZe 500.0

Size of the transaction jobs to be processed

by the server

t-xj ob_size 500

Number of the messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_msgnum 9

Size of the log message loe.msP. size 500 0

Size of the confirmation message cfmmsg size 50.0

Wireless link speed wireless speed I 250000.0

Wired link speed wired speed t 2587

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.

(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.9: Simulation of the MA paradigm model without handoff when varying the query

job size.
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results from the heavy network workload caused by the large mobile agent size. Moreover,

the REV paradigm performs better than the COD paradigm slightly. Figure 5.11 shows the

comparison of the total working time of the systems without handoff plugged with three

different code mobility paradigms when varying the number of transaction messages. It
displays three code mobility paradigms have very similar performance and there are about

1 to 100 milliseconds differences in the total working time of three systems with the changes

of the transaction message number in respect that the transaction message number only

affects the performance of the transaction execution. The REV paradigm has the slight

superiority than the other ones. Figure 5.I2 indicates the comparison of the total working

time of the systems rvithout handoff plugged with different code mobility paradigms when

varying the query job size. It shows three systems have similar performance with the

increments of the query job size; however, the system plugged with the REV paradigm still

has the shortest working time even though it is not remarkable.

5.2 Result assessments for the systems with handoff

Figure 5.13(a) displays a group of parameter values defined for the simulation of the system

with handoff plugged with the COD paradigm when varying the size of the code transferred

from the base station to the mobile unit upon the request. All the messages exchanged

between system components are expressed in bgtes, and the wired and wireless link speed

are expressed in bytes/sec. A incremental range is defined for the code size and the number

of transaction messages is defined as 8 for the simulation. The results from solution of

the model of the system with handoff plugged with the COD paradigm by varying the

code size are indicated in Figure 5.13(b) which shows the download time increases linearly

with the increments of the code size, the query time remains about 6 seconds and the

transaction execution time is about 12 seconds. The mobile system with handoff and the

system without handoff should have the same download and query time, but the former

has the larger transaction execution time because it has to handle the handoff and this

time difference is only about 20 milliseconds.
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Parameter Variable Value

P¡obability of transaction abortion abon prob 005

Size ofthe code request message codereasize 500.0

Size of the code to be retumed code slze [5000.0-4755000 0]

I lncremental Range,250000.0]

Size of the query message qmse s¡ze 1000.0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the seruer

q.¡ob_size 200.0

Size of the flights info to be retumed q¡esults size 8000.0

CPU rate of the sewer scpu_rate 194ó.0

S ze ofthe trânsaction messaqc txßq srze 500.0

Size of the transaction jobs to be processed

by the seruer

Lxjob size 50.0

Number of the messages to be sent by ùe
mobile unit

mu_nßgnum ìt

Size ofthe los messaqe losmse slze 500.0

Size of the confumation message cfmmg_size 50.0

Wireless link speed wireless soeed r 250000.0

Wired link speed wired speed I ¿JEI

Size of the admission infomation adminfo size 500 0

Size of t}te t¡ansaction control message ctrlLx size 500.0

Size of the handoff request messase hdfreo size 500.0

Size of the mu's location information

message

locinfo size ì 000.0

hobabiliw of handoff reouest reiætion rei prob 01

Size of the resource lo be tresferred

between two base stations

res slze 200000.0

(a) Parameter values fo¡ the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.13: Simulation of the COD paradigm model with handoff when varying the code

size.
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Figure 5.1a(a) shows a set of parameter values defined for the simulation of the system

with handoff plugged with the COD paradigm when varying the number of transaction

messages sent from the mobile unit to the server. The same incremental range is defined

for the transaction message number which changes from 1 to 96 in the simulation. The

size of the message carrying the information of the mobile unit's ìocation is defined as

1000 bytes, and the messages exchanged between system components over the wired link

for handling the handoff are defined as 500 bytes. Fhrthermore, the size of the resource

transferred between two base stations is defined as 200000 bytes. The results from solution

of the model of the system with handoff plugged with the COD paradigm by varying the

transaction message number are illustrated in Figure 5.14(b) which reveals the transaction

execution time increases with the increments of the transaction message number which has

no impact on the download time and the query time.

Figure 5.15(a) indicate a set of parameter values defined for the simulation of the

system with handoff plugged with the COD paradigm when varying the size of the query

jobs processed by the server. The incremental range is defined for the query job size which

changes from 50 to 1000, and the number of the messages to be sent by the mobile unit is

defined as 11 so that the transaction message number should be 8 because the mobile unit

sends the request for code, the query message, the transaction messages and the location

notification message. The results from solution of the model of the system with handoff

plugged with the COD paradigm by varying the query job size are indicated in Figure

5.15(b) which shows the query job size influences the query time and makes it to vary

from 1 second to 31 seconds. The transaction execution time is about 12 seconds and the

download time is less than 1 second when the code size is 50000 bytes.

Figure 5.16(a) indicates a batch of parameter values taken into account the simulation

of the system with handoff plugged with the REV paradigm when varying the size of the

code sent from the mobile unit to the base station for remote execution, and the simulation

is taken based on the variation of the code size. The number of transaction messages

should be the result of subtracting 2 from the number of the original messages to be sent
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Parameter Variable Value

Probability of t¡amaction abo¡tion abonjrob 0.05

Size ofthe code ¡equest message codereo size 500.0

Size of the code to be retumed code size 50000.0

Size ofthe query message ome stze 1000.0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the seryer

qlob_size 200.0

Srze of the flights info to be retumed qresulls size 8000.0

CPU rate of the serue¡ scpu rate 1946.0

Size of the transaction messase L\mss srze 500.0

Size of tïe t¡ansaction jobs to be processed

by rhe seruer

t-rjob size 50.0

Number of the messag€s to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_msgnum l4-eel

flncremental Range,5

Size of the log message logmsg srze 500.0

Size of the confimation message cfmmsg size 50.0

Wircless linJi soeed wireless sneed 1 250000.0

Wired link speed wired speed t.2587

Size of ùe admission infomation adminfo size 500 0

Size ofthe t¡ansaction control message ctrllx size 500.0

Size of the handoff reouest messase hdfreq size 500.0

Size of tle mu's location infomation

message

locinfo size 1000.0

P¡obabiliw of handoff reouest reiætion rei prob 0.'l

Size of the resource 10 be t¡msfened

between two base stations

res slze 200000.0

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.14: Simulation of the COD paradigm model with handoff when varying the trans-

action message number.
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Parameter Va¡iable Value

Probability of t¡ansaction abortion abort3rob 0.05

S ze ofthe code request message code¡eo size 500 0

S ze of the code to be retumed code size 50000.0

s ze ofthe query message qruq srze 1000.0

Size oI the query jobs to be processed by

the seruer

qjob_size [50.0-r000 0]

flncremenul Range,50.0l

Size of the flights i¡fo to be retumed qresults size 8000 0

CPU rate of the seiler scpu rate 194ó.0

Size of the transaction messase txms stze 500.0

Size ofthe úânsaction jobs to be processed

by the seruer

t-xjob size 50.0

Number of the messages to b€ sent by the

mobile unit

mu_ßgnum u

Size ofthe log message logmg size 500 0

Size of the confimation message cfmmg size 50.0

Wireless linli soeed wireless soeed I 250000.0

Wired link speed wired speed 1.25E7

Size of t-he admission infomalion adminfo size 500 0

Size of the transaction conûol message ct¡ltx size 500.0

Size ofthe handoffreouest messase hdfreq size 500.0

Size of the mu's location infomation

message

locinfo size 1000.0

Probability of handoff request re j ætion rejjrob 0.1

Size of the resource to be t¡msfened

between two base stations

res slze 200000.0

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.15: Simulation of the COD paradigm model with handoff when varying the query

job size.
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by the mobile unit in respect that the mobile unit will send the code, the information of

its location and the transaction messages to the base station. The results from solution of

the model of the system with handoff plugged with the REV paradigm by varying the code

size are illustrated in Figure 5.16(b) which reveals that the system has the same download

time and the query time as the system without handoff plugged with the REV paradigm,

but the former has the larger transaction execution time since it has to handle the handoff.

Figure 5.17(a) represents å, group of parameter values defined for the simulation of

the system with handoff plugged with the REV paradigm when varying the number of

transaction messages sent by the mobile unit to the server, and the simulation is taken

based on the variation of the transaction message number whose range is defined from 1 to

96 since the mobile unit has to send the code, the transaction messages and the location

notification message. The results from solution of the model of the system with handoff

plugged with the REV paradigm by varying the transaction message number are shown in

Figure 5.17(b) which reveals the transaction execution time increases from 1 second to i48

seconds with the increments of the transaction messages number. The download time is

less than 1 second when the code size is defined as 50000 bytes and the query time is about

6 seconds when the query job size is defined as 200.

Figure 5.18(a) indicates a batch of parameter values defined for the simulation of the

system with handoff plugged with the REV paradigm when varying the size of query jobs

processed by the server) and the simulation is taken based on the variation of the query job

size whose range is defined from 50 to 1000 and the transaction message number is defined

as B since it should be the result of subtracting 2 from the number of messages sent by

the mobile unit which is denoted by mu-msgnum. The results from solution of the model

of the system with handoff plugged with the REV paradigm by varying the query job size

are displayed in Figure 5.18(b) which reveals the query time increases from 1 second to 31

seconds with the increments of the query job size and the transaction execution time is

around 12 seconds when the transaction message number is defined as 8.

Figure 5.19(a) represents a set of parameter values needed for calculating the results
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Parameter Variable Value

hobâbility of transaction abonion abon prob 0.05

Size of the code to be sent code size [ 5000.0-4755000.0]

IIncremental Range,250000.0

Size of the query message omss stze 1000 0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the seruer
dob size 200.0

Size of the flishts info to be ¡etumed qresults size 8000.0

CPU rate of the seruer scpu rate 194ó.0

Size of tle t¡ansaction message L\mg_slze 500.0

Size of t.he transaction jobs to be processed

by the seruer

ujob_size 500

Number of the messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_ßgnum l0

Size of the loe messaee losms size 500.0

Size of the confirmatron message cfmmÊ size 50.0

Wireless linh speed wireless_speed l 250000.0

Wired link speed wi¡ed speed t.25E7

Size of the admission infomation adminfo size s00.0

Size of the t¡ansaction control messâge ctrlfi size 500.0

Size ofthe handoffrequest message hdfreq size 500.0

Size of tie mu's location information

message

locinfo_size ¡000.0

Probability of handoff request re jætion rejjrob 0.1

Size of the resource to be trmsferred

between two base stations

res slze 200000.0

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.16: Simulation of the REV paradigm model with handoff when varying the code

size.
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Parameter Variable Value

Probabiliw of transaction abortion abon orob 005

ze of the code to be sent code size 50000.0

S ze of the ouery messase orus slze t000 0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the server

q.¡ob_size 200.0

Size of ùe fliehts info to be retumed qresulLs size 8000.0

CPU rate of the seruer scpu fate 194ó 0

Size of the transaction messase L\mss srze 500 0

Size of the t¡ansaction jobs to be processed

by the seruer

Lxjob_size 50.0

Number of the messages to be sent by ûre

mobile unit

mu msgnum [3-e8]

I Incremental Range,5

Size of the los messase looms srze 500 o

Size of the confimation message cfmmsg size 500

Wireless li¡li speed wireless soeed l 250000.0

Wired link speed wired speed ]¡2587

Size of the admission infomation adminfo size 500.0

Size oftìe t¡ansaction control message ctrlg size 500.0

Size ofthe handolTreouest messase hdlreq size 500.0

Size of the mu's location information

message

locinfo size t000.0

Probability of handoff ¡equest reiætion rej ¡rrob 0.t

Size of the resource to be trmsferred

between two base stations

fes slze 200000 0

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.

(b) Resuìts from solution of the model.

Figure 5.17: Simulation of the REV paradigm model with handoff when varying the trans-

action message number.
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Parameter Variable Value

hobabrlity of t¡ansaction abortion abot Drob 0.05

Size ofthe code to be sent code size 50000.0

Size of the ouery messaee omse stze t 000.0

Size of the query .¡obs to be processed by

tle seruer

dob_size Is0.0- 1 000 0j

flncremental Range,50.0l

Size of the flights infô to be retumed qresulls size 8000.0

CPU ¡atc of the seruer scpu rate ì 946.0

Size of the t¡ansaction messase txms size 500 0

Size of the tJansaction jobs to be processed

by the seruer

rrjob size 50.0

Number of the messâges to be sent by the

mobrle unit

mu_mgnum l0

Size of the los messase losms size 500 0

Size of the confirmation messagc cfmmsg size 50.0

Wireless linli spccd wireless soeed r 250000 o

Wired link speed wired speed 1.2587

Size of the admission infomation adminfo size 500.0

Size of the t¡ansaction control message ctrltx size 500.0

Size of the handoff reouest messase hdfreo sizc 500.0

Size of the mu's location infomation

message

locinfo_size 1000.0

Probabilitv of handoff reouest re¡æt¡o¡ rei p¡ob 0.t

Size of the resource to be trmsfened

belrveen two base stations

res slze 200000.0

(a) Parameter vaÌues for the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.18: Simulation of the REV paradigm model with handoff when varying the query

job size.
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of the performance variables in the simulation of the system with handoff plugged with

the MA paradigm when varying the size of the mobile agent generated and sent by the

mobile unit to the server. The same range is defined for the mobile agent size as the range

for the code size in the COD and REV paradigms for simplifying the application. The

results from solution of the model of the system are indicated in Figure 5.19(b) which

shows the download time increases from 4 milliseconds to 4 seconds with the increments

of the mobile agent size, the query time is about 6 seconds when the server processes 200

query jobs, and the transaction execution time is about 12 seconds when the mobile unit

sends 8 transaction messages.

Figure 5.20(a) dispìays a group of parameter values employed in the simulation of

the system with handoff plugged with the MA paradigm when varying the number of

transaction messages sent by the mobile unit to the server. In the system the mobile unit

sends the mobile agent, the transaction messages and the location notification message;

thus, the transaction message number should be the result of subtracting 2 from the number

of the messages to be sent by the mobile unit. The results from solution of the model of

the system are illustrated in Figure 5.20(b) which reveals the transaction execution time

increases from 1 second to 148 seconds with the increments of the transaction message

number from 1 to 96, the download time is 44 milliseconds when the mobile agent size is

defined as 50000 bytes, and the query time is about 6 seconds when the query job size is

defined as 200 and the query message size is defined as 1000 bytes.

Figure 5.21(a) represents a batch of parameter values used for calculating the results of

the performance variables in the simulatìon of the system with handoff plugged with the

MA paradigm when varying the size of the query jobs processed by the server afber it has

received the query message. The results from solution of the system model are shown in

Figure 5.21(b) which indicates the query time of the system is going up from 1 second to

30 seconds with the increments of the query job size, the download time is equal to the

download time of the same system when varying the transaction message number, and the

transaction execution time is equal to the transaction execution time of the same system
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Parameter Variable Value

Probability of transaction abortion abon Drob 0.05

Size ofthe mobile agent ma s¡ze [5000.0-47ss000.0]

[rcremental Range,250000.0]

Size oftle ouery messase omss slze 1000.0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the seryer

qjob size 200.0

Size ofthe lìishts info to be retumed oresulls size 8000 0

CPU râte of the seruer scpu_rate t946.0

Size of the t¡ansaction message Lxmg slze 500.0

Size of tle t¡ansaction jobs to be processed

by the seruer

rrjob size 50.0

Number of the messâges to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_msgnum t0

Size of Iìe los messaee loeme size 500 0

Size of the confmation message cfmmsq size 50.0

Wireìess Iink speed wrreless_speed ì 250000.0

Wired link speed wired speed t.2587

Size of the admission infomation adminfo size 500.0

Size oft-he t¡ansaction conùol messâge ctrltx size 500.0

Size of the handoffrequest message hdfreasize 500.0

Size of tle mu's location information

message

I oc info_s ize r 000.0

Probabilitv of handoff reouest ¡eiætion rej prob 0.ì

Size of the resource to be t¡usfened

betw€en two base stations

res stze 200000.0

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.19: Simulation of the MA paradigm model with handoff when varying the mobile

agent size.
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Pârameter Variable Value

P¡obabilitv of t¡ansaction abortion abort prob 005

Size ofthe mobiìe agent ma sìze 50000.0

Size of tìe ouerv messase oms srze r000 0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the seruer

qjob_size 200.0

Size of rhe fliehts info to be retumed qresuls size 8oo0 0

CPU rate of the serve¡ scpu rate 194ó.0

Size of the transaction messase tj(mg sr ze 500.0

Size of the transaction jobs to be processed

by the server

rrjob,size 50.0

Number of the messages to be sent by the

mobiÌe unit

mu mgnum [3-e8]

flncremental Range,5l

Size of the loe messase logmq size 500.0

Size of the confimation message cfmmg size 50.0

Wireless lìnk soeed wireless speed I 250000.0

Wired Iink speed wi¡ed speed L25E7

Size of the admission infomation adminfo size 500.0

Size of the t¡ansaction control messâge ct¡llx size 500.0

Size ofthe handoffrequest message hdfreq_size 500.0

Size of ùe mu's location infomation

message

locinfo size 1000.0

Probability of handolf request rejætion rejjrob 0.1

Size of the resource to be t¡msfened

between two base stations

res slze 200000.0

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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(b) Results from solution of the model.
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when varying the mobile agent size.

Figure 5.22 represents the comparison of the total working time of the systems with

handoff plugged with different code mobility paradigms when varying the size of the code

or the mobile agent, and it reveals the MA paradigm has the worst performance and the

other two paradigms has very similar performance. However, the working time of the system

plugged with the COD paradigm is 5 milliseconds faster than the REV paradigm. Figure

5.23 displays the comparison of the total working time of the systems with handoff plugged

with different code mobility paradigms when varying the transaction message number,

and it shows the differences between the performance of three code mobility paradigms

can be ignored. The data show that the RtrV paradigm is 13 milliseconds faster than

the MA paradigm and the COD paradigm is 5 milliseconds faster than the REV paradigm.

Figure 5.24 represents the comparison of the totaì working time of the systems with handoff

plugged with different code mobility paradigms when varying the query job size from which

three code mobility paradigms are shown to have similar performance. However, with the

rise of the query job size the COD paradigm shows the continuously increscent superiority

that is of 0 to 25 milliseconds than the REV paradigm and the REV paradigm represents the

continuously increscent superiority that is of 7 to 51 milliseconds than the MA paradigm.
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Parameter Variable VaÌue

Probabiliry of t¡ansaction abortion abon prob 0.05

Size of the mobile asent ma srze 50000.0

Size ofthe query message qßg slze 1000.0

Size of the query jobs to be processed by

the seruer

qjob_size [50.0- l 000.0]

[Ìncremental Range,50. 0]

Size of the flights info to be retumed qresults size 8000.0

CPU rate of the seruer scDu rate 1946 0

Size of t}re t¡ansaction messâge L\rßg slze 500.0

Sjze of t]:e t¡ansactjon jobs to be processed

by the seruer

ujob_size 500

Number of the messages to be sent by the

mobile unit

mu_mgnum t0

Size of Lhe log message logmsg slze 500.0

Size of the confirmation me$age cfmmsg size 500

Wìreless ìinì< speed wireless speed 1250000.0

Wired link speed wired speed L2587

Size of the admission ìnfomation adminfo size 500.0

Size of the transaction control message ctrltx size 500.0

Size of the handoff request message hdfreq sl ze 500.0

Size of the mu's location infomation

messaEe

locinfo size t000.0

Probabiliw of handoff reouest reiætion rei prob 0.1

Size of tle resourc€ to be t¡msferred

between two base stations

res slze 200000.0

(a) Parameter values for the simulation.
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qucÌ'y job sìze

(b) Results from solution of the model.

Figure 5.21: Simulation of the MA paradigm model with handoff when varying the query

job size.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Modern software systems often operate in large scale distributed, even mobile environments.

To effectively design complex software systems, the design process should be accompanied

by quantitative evaluation of different design alternatives. Quantitative analysis of software

systems has been recognized to be important and useful for requirements and design, and,

specifically, performance analysis should be integrated in the software development life

cycle from the early stages. Such quantitative evaluation considers measures like response

times, queue ìengths, throughput, or fail probabilities and helps understanding system

performance. To this aim, several approaches have been proposed to integrate or combine

performance analysis and software architecture specification. The technologies of mobile

computers and wireless networks result in emerging of a new computing paradigm, mobile

computing which will affect the design of much of the current systems software, including

that of database systems. Although many methodologies have been developed for modeling

and assessing the performance of software systems, few efforts have been made on the

research of mobile software systems presenting both physical and code mobility.

In the thesis, an approach has been proposed for generating the performance models

of mobile software systems by converting the UML Sequence Diagrams of systems into

Stochastic Activity Networks and comparing the performance of different design alterna-

tives based on the results of soìving those models. First we presented the necessity and
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requirements for developing the methods of integrating the performance evaluation with

the system modeling on the early stage of the mobile software design, with the features of

mobile software systems introduced including the physical device mobility, the code mobil-

ity paradigms probably adopted in the software application, and the transaction mobility

presented to the mobile database systems through a scenario. We reviewed the existing

work on the model-based performance prediction in software development and emphasized

on the contribution and drawbacks of the methodologies for modeling and performance

analysis of mobile software systems. A mobile software system is characterized by several

aspects such as the structure and the behavior of the software systems, the mobility of

the software modules, and the mobility of the devices accessing the system which all are

considered in our approach of performance modeling. The referred scenario is simplified as

an example of this modeling approach which adopts the UML Sequence Diagrams (SDs) to

describe the behavior of the system and the Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) to model

the system including its different aspects of mobility. Even though code mobility is regarded

as an application level design paradigm and many researchers suggest that a major benefit

provided by mobiìe code is the capability to reduce network communication by moving

client's knowledge close to server's resources, thus accessing them locaÌly, these arguments

need to be supported by a careful analysis of the problem, possibly supported by quantita-

tive evidence. Hence, three code mobility paradigms are inserted in the pre-existing system

model respectively, generating the performance model which is solved by the Mobius tool

to get the final quantitative evaluation results. This developed methodology is summarized

as follows,

o Model the system behavior using UML Sequence Diagrams

o Derive SAN models of systems from UML SDs

o Derive SAN models of code mobility diagrams from UML SDs

o Plug SAN models of code mobility diagrams into pre-existing system models and

generate final performance models



o Execute the simulations of performance models

o Evaluate the results generated from simulations

In this work, a mobile sofbware system in which a database is residing on the server

accessed by the mobile unit, possibly through different base station is introduced as the

example for the experiment of the approach, and all queries and transactions are assumed

to be processed by the server) which means the transaction and query messages have to

be forwarded to the server ultimately. Moreover, two cases that the mobile unit stays in

one cell and it moves to another cell are considered for modeling physical mobility. Three

code mobility are assessed quantitatively without comparing with the traditional client-

server interaction paradigm; however, the performance of the client-server paradigm can

be easily evaluated by solving the pre-existing system model without inserting any code

mobility paradigm. This methodology fills the gap between system design and performance

evaluation of the mobile software systems by translating the UML sequence diagrams into

SAN performance models. The future work includes the extension of the methodology

to complete the algorithm of the translation from the UML SDs to SAN models and the

validation of the methodology on real world industrial case studies.
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